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Weekly market watch  
 
As at Friday January 24, 2020 

Equities 

Region / Country  
 
Index 

 
Close 

 
Net Change 

Performance 
Year-to-date 52-week 

Asia-Pacific  
Hong Kong  HSI  27,949.64 (1,106.78) -0.85% 1.38% 
India  BSE 30 41,613.19 (332.18) 0.87% 15.51% 
Japan  Nikkei  23,827.18 (214.08) 0.72% 14.70% 
Singapore  STI  3,240.02 (41.01) 0.53% 1.18% 
South Korea  KOSPI  2,246.13 (1.92) 2.21% 4.71% 
Taiwan  WSE 12,118.71 5.29 1.01% 22.54% 
Shanghai     COMPOSITE 2,976.53 (97.55) -2.41% 14.85% 
Europe 
France  CAC  6,024.26 (76.46) 0.77% 23.65% 
Germany  DAX  13,576.68 50.55 2.47% 21.98% 
Italy  FTSE MIB  23,969.13 (171.94) 1.97% 22.51% 
Russia  RTSI  1,599.82 (37.93) 3.29% 34.65% 
UK FTSE 100  7,585.98 (88.58) 0.58% 11.25% 
Americas 
Brazil  IBOV  118,376.40 (101.90) 2.36% 21.19% 
Mexico  IPC  45,141.62 (676.14) 3.68% 3.62% 
Nasdaq  CCMP  9,314.91 (42.22) 3.82% 31.69% 
US  S&P 500  3,295.47 (21.34) 2.00% 24.72% 
US   DOW  28,989.73 (307.91) 1.58% 18.07% 

 

Bonds 
  

Close 
Yield 

Week ago Month ago Year ago 
10 Year Gilt  0.5630 0.6320 0.7690 1.2650 
10 Year OAT -0.0730 0.0440 0.0610 0.5850 
10 Year Bund  -0.3350 -0.2150 -0.2420 0.1800 
10 Year Japan -0.0200 0.0030 0.0120 0.0110 
10 Year Treasuries  1.6839 1.8215 1.8996 2.7157 

 Base lending rates 
Prime Rates Latest  6 months ago  12 months ago  

US  4.75 5.50 5.50 
Canada  3.95 3.95 3.95 
Japan  1.48 1.48 1.48 
Britain  0.75 0.75 0.75 
ECB  0.00 0.00 0.00 
Switzerland  0.50 0.50 0.50 
Australia 0.75 1.00 1.50 
Hong Kong  5.38 5.38 5.38 

% change is for indication only; local currency except where stated. 
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Equity Markets 
US 
– All three major U.S. stock indexes fell on Friday and on the week due to rising concern about the spread of the deadly 

coronavirus outside China and its impact on the global economy. The Dow fell 0.58% on Friday and 1.22% for the week 
to close at 28,989.73. The S&P 500 index fell 0.90% on Friday and 1.03% for the week to 3,295.47. The Nasdaq 
Composite fell 0.93% on Friday, pulling the index down 0.79% for the week, with the index closing at 9,314.91.  

– Global markets were rattled last week by the rapid escalation of the deadly coronavirus crisis in China and the spread of 
the virus to an increasing number of countries around the world. S&P warned that a widespread outbreak could reduce 
Chinese growth this year by more than a full percentage point, after the economy grew 6.1% last year, the slowest 
growth rate in 29 years  The number of cases in the Chinese city of Wuhan, the epicenter of the outbreak, rose sharply 
this week amid reports that the disease had spread to 29 of China’s 31 provinces ahead of the week-long Lunar New 
Year holiday, when hundreds of millions of people are expected to travel to their home towns or vacation spots.  France 
reported three cases late Friday, the first cases in Europe, while Nepal reported the first case in South Asia. Cases were 
also reported in Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan as well as in Japan, Thailand, South Korea, Singapore, Vietnam, and 
the United States. The overall number of cases in mainland China rose to 1,118 as of Saturday morning, an addition of 
about 300 cases from the previous day and up from only 62 a week earlier. The death toll rose to 41, all in China, from 
26 on Friday and 2 a week earlier.  Chinese authorities warned Tuesday that it appears the virus can spread from human 
to human, contrary to the previous understanding that it could only be contracted from infected animals. Chinese 
authorities imposed a travel bans in Wuhan and 11 nearby cities, affecting more than 36 million people, in an effort to 
contain the spread of the virus. At an emergency meeting Thursday in Geneva, the World Health Organization decided 
not to declare the coronavirus a global public health emergency, but said it would closely watch events in China.  Major 
Lunar New Year events and celebrations were cancelled throughout China, with the Forbidden City in Beijing and 
Shanghai Disneyland shut down.  

– U.S. President Donald Trump and European Union Commission President Ursula von der Leyen promised at the World 
Economic Forum on Wednesday to rapidly conclude a bilateral trade deal that would ease growing tensions between the 
U.S. and EU.  Trump said he expected to conclude the deal before the U.S. presidential election in November. Von der 
Leyen said she expected to reach a deal in “a few weeks” that would cover trade, technology and energy. But Trump 
warned that the EU was more difficult to negotiate with than China, with which the U.S. just signed a phase one trade 
deal after an 18-month trade tension. Trump also renewed his threat of trade sanctions if a deal wers not reached soon. 
“I have a date in my mind, it is a fairly quick date,” Trump said. The U.S. placed $7.5 billion in tariffs on EU products in 
October in response to the World Trade Organization conclusion that the EU had unfairly subsidized aircraft maker 
Airbus to the detriment on U.S. rival Boeing.  

– In a further sign of a thawing of U.S.-EU relations, the U.S. and France agreed on a “ceasefire” until the end of the year 
in their battle over digital taxation, the French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire and U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin said Thursday.  France will not collect revenues from its new tax on digital companies and the U.S. will not 
impose retaliatory tariffs during the ceasefire. Talks on a global digital tax scheme will continue at the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development.  The ceasefire came about after direct talks between French President 
Emmanuel Macro and U.S. President Trump.  Mnuchin warned that there would be serious repercussions if other 
countries like the UK and Italy went ahead with their own digital tax, as they now plan to do.  

– The impeachment trial of President Trump began Tuesday, with the Republican-controlled Senate repeatedly voting to 
reject attempts by Democrats to modify the trial’s rules to introduce new evidence and hear new testimony. House 
Democrats began their three days of opening arguments on Wednesday, with the Republican/White House rebuttal to 
follow. There was no sign of a break in the straight party line support for Trump among Senate Republicans. Absent 
major new evidence of wrongdoing, Trump is expected to be acquitted given his party’s majority in the Senate.  

– Shares in Boeing rose sharply on Friday after the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration issued a statement saying the 
U.S. company was making progress in fulfilling the requirements necessary to allow its 737 Max planes to fly again. The 
agency, however, did not offer a timeframe for the end to the plane’s grounding. The late Friday rise wiped out the heavy 
losses suffered Tuesday after the airplane maker postponed until the middle of this year the expected date when it 
expected the 737 Max plane to be cleared to resume service.  The plane has been grounded since March last year after 
two crashes in five months killed 346 people.  

– Netflix added 8.8 million new subscribers in the fourth quarter last year, above its own guidance of 7.6 million and 
analysts’ expectations for 7.9 million. But in the U.S., its main market, the video streaming service added only 420,000 
new subscribers, well below both its guidance and expectations, which the company blamed on a price hike last year and 
increased competition from new streaming services. The company’s stock price was little changed on the news.  

– Uber announced Tuesday that it had finalized the sales of its Uber Eats food delivery service in India to rival Zomato, its 
latest move to reduce its size internationally to shore up its finances.  Uber will take a minority stake of 9.99% in Alibaba-
backed Zomato and will receive a payment of $35 million.  Uber Eats had been struggling in India, with the company 
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having spent more than $100 million in marketing there last year only to see the user base fall to 2 million from 3 million. 
Last year, the Indian company’s loss amounted to $244 million.  

– Chipmaker Intel reported on Friday better-than-expected revenue and profit in the fourth quarter after three quarters of 
flat or declining revenues. The strong fourth quarter results allowed the company to revise up its outlook for this year, 
supporting hopes for a cyclical upturn in the entire chip sector in 2020. Intel’s fourth quarter revenues rose 8% to $20.3 
billion, well above expectations for a 3% rise,  Data center sales rose 19% in the fourth quarter, helped by a 48% rise in 
sales to cloud computing providers.  The company now projects fiscal 2020 revenues of $73.5 billion, more than $1 
billion above analysts’ previous expectations. Intel’s shares rose sharply on the news.  

UK

– The FTSE 100 rose 1.04% on Friday on positive data but fell 1.15% for the week to 7,585.98 on worries about the impact 
of China’s coronavirus crisis on global trade.  

– The UK will leave the European Union at 11 pm local time on Friday this week, but much remains to be done to complete 
Brexit. UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson has demanded that the UK and EU agree on a new trade agreement by the end 
of this year, which EU officials say is a nearly impossible deadline given the number and complexity of the issues 
involved.  Comments from UK Chancellor Sajid Javid in an interview with the Financial Times on Jan. 17 made clear the 
difficulties ahead.  Javid said there would be no regulatory alignment with the EU, something that Brussels is insisting be 
part of any trade deal.  Executives of large UK manufacturing industries, like cars and aviation, have warned that failure 
to remain aligned would cost the UK business and jobs.  Negotiations on the new trade treaty are expected to start in late 
February.  

– London-based Permira will sell professional services firm Duff & Phelps to equity firms Further Global and Stone Point 
Capital for $4.2 billion, the companies announced Wednesday.  Permira will retain a minority stake in the company.  
Permira acquired U.S.-based Duff & Phelps for $1.75 billion in 2018, meaning it will book a large profit on the transaction.  
While it owned the company, Permira combined Duff & Phelps with business intelligence firm Kroll and restructuring firm 
Prime Clark, making it a more attractive buyout target for private equity firms.  

– Jaguar Land Rover said Wednesday it will cut 500 jobs from its Halewood production facility as part of its continuing 
restructuring in the UK.  The move would affect about 10% of the facility’s staff.  Brexit has put pressure on JLR, the UK’s 
largest automaker, and other manufacturing firms due to the uncertain nature of the trade relationship with the EU in the 
future.  

– UK defense group BAE Systems will buy the military global positioning business of U.S. firm Collins Aerospace for $1.93 
billion, BAE said Monday. The Collin’s business was up for sale because of the need for U.S. defense contractors 
Raytheon and United Technologies to divest certain assets to proceed with their planned merger. BAE will also buy 
Raytheon’s airborne tactical radio unit for $275 million. The two acquisitions will boost BAE’s standing as a supplier for 
the U.S. military.  

Europe (ex. UK)  

– On the continent, the Eurofirst 300 rose 0.86% on Friday on better-than-expected PMI data but fell 2.1% on the week to 
1.656.50 on worries about the impact of the coronavirus.  

– Troubled Canadian train and airplane maker Bombardier has held preliminary talks with French rival Alstom to combine 
their rail units, Bloomberg reported Tuesday. Bombardier is looking for ways to restructure its business after it warned 
two weeks ago of a sharp drop in fourth quarter profit and said it would drop out of an alliance with Airbus on its A220 
small commercial jet. The company’s stock price fell almost 40% on the news. Officials said it is unclear whether they 
would do any deal, Bloomberg reported, in part because a combination would face anti-trust scrutiny, as did Alstom’s 
attempt to combine its rail operation with that of Germany’s Siemens. That merger was blocked last year by the 
European Union   

– Mercedes-Benz parent Daimler warned Wednesday that its 2019 profit could be reduced by up to1.5 billion euros due to 
litigation costs from the diesel emissions scandal.  The German carmaker predicted that last year’s profit would fall by 
about half to 5.6 billion euros excluding litigation costs, the biggest drop since the global financial crisis more than a 
decade ago. The profit drop will make it more difficult for Daimler to fund the changes needed to meet new stricter EU 
emissions standards and its transition to electric vehicles as well as risking further job layoffs. Last year, the company 
said it would cut more than 10,000 jobs worldwide to save $1 billion in costs.  

– Swiss banking giant UBS has cut its future financial goals after missing its 2019 profit target.  Overall net income fell 5% 
last year to $4.3 billion, led by a 40% decline in the investment banking division’s net earnings due to low European 
interest rates and fewer corporate deals. The bank announced it would post a return on core capital of 12.4%, below its 
15% target.  For this year, the bank set a returns target of 12-15%, the third reduction in the target in as many years.  
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Japan 

– The Nikkei 225 index rose 0.13% on Friday on a positive outlook for drugmakers due to the coronavirus crisis but fell 
0.89% on the week to 22,827.18 on worries about the impact of the virus on the Chinese and Asian economies.  

– Many Japanese companies have banned their employees from traveling to Wuhan, the epicenter of the coronavirus 
outbreak in China.  Honda Motor Co, which has a production plant in Wuhan, banned business trips there starting 
Wednesday, although the plant was already closed until Feb. 2 due to the Lunar New Year holiday. Subaru Corp. 
advised employees to avoid non-essential trips to China, while Hitachi Ltd and NEC Corp told employees to postpone 
non-essential trips to Wuhan.  In Japan, some department stores are allowing their employees to wear face masks given 
the expected influx of Chinese tourists during the Lunar New Year holiday.  

– Honda Motor Corp. and Toyota Motor Corp. will together recall more than 6 million cars worldwide due to problems with 
airbags. Toyota will recall 3.4 million cars globally because airbags made by ZF-TRW may not inflate in a crash. Honda 
will recall 2.7 million cars in the United States and Canada due to concerns that the Takata airbag inflators could blow 
apart and hurl shrapnel at passengers.  

– Subaru Corp. announced Monday that it would raise to 40% the percentage of its vehicles that are electric or hybrid by 
2030.  In fiscal 2018, only 2.1% of Subaru cars fit this category. Subaru will work with Toyota, which has a stake in the 
smaller automaker, to develop new electric vehicles and plans to release a jointly developed SUV in the early 2020s.  

Asia-Pacific (ex. Japan)  

– Mainland China's Shanghai Composite Index fell 2.75% on Thursday, the last day of trading ahead of the week-long 
Lunar New Year holiday, as investors sold shares of firms that might be affected by the coronavirus crisis on news of the 
travel ban in Wuhan and surrounding cities.  The index fell 3.22% on the week to 2.976.53, as news of the rapid spread 
of the virus spooked investors. The Shanghai market was closed on Friday and will be closed from Monday through 
Thursday this week for the holiday.  

– Hong Kong's Hang Seng index rose 0.15% on low volume in a half-day of trading on Friday.  The index fell 3.81% on the 
week to 27,949.64, the first decline in eight weeks, on worries about the impact of the coronavirus in China. In addition, 
Moody’s lowered the city’s long-term credit rating by one notch on Tuesday, citing a lack of a credible plan to address 
anti-government protests. The Hong Kong market will be closed on Monday and Tuesday this week for the Lunar New 
Year holiday.  

– Taiwan's Taiex rose 0.24% on Monday to 12,118.71, the only day of trading last week. The Taiwanese market was 
closed from Tuesday through Friday last week and will be closed on Monday this week for Lunar New Year.  

– South Korea's Kospi fell 0.93% on Thursday on fears of the impact of the rapidly spreading coronavirus, wiping out most 
of the strong gain the previous day.  Thursday’s drop pulled the index down 0.20% on the week to 2,246.13. The South 
Korean market was closed Friday and will be closed Monday this week for Korean New Year.  

– The Singapore Straits Times Index rose 0.17% on Friday but fell 1.25% on the week to 3,240.02 in line with global 
markets, the first drop in five weeks.        

Emerging Markets  

– Brazil's Bovespa fell 0.96% on Friday from Thursday’s record high on concerns about the economic impact of China’s 
coronavirus. Friday’s drop pulled the index down 0.09% on the week to close at 118,376.36,  

– Mexico's IPC fell 0.74% on Friday on coronavirus fears. This helped push the index down 1.48% for the week to close at 
45,141.62, its worst week since mid-December.  

– India's BSE 30 rose 0.55% on Friday on a rise in bank stocks, but stocks fell 0.79% for the week to 41,613.19 on poor 
earnings results of several large firms.  Stock prices are expected to remain volatile this week ahead of the release of the 
new federal budget on Feb. 1, which may include measures to boost growth.   

– Russia's RSTI rose 0.23% on Friday but still fell 2.32% for the week to close at 1,599.82 as the price of oil, the country’s 
largest export, fell sharply during the week.  

Alternative Assets 

– Oil futures prices fell sharply on Friday on rising concern that the spread of the coronavirus in China and to other parts of 
the world would reduce travel and so demand for oil, at a time when there was already concern about oversupply. March 
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude fell 2.5% on Friday to $54.19 per barrel. WTI fell 7.5% on the week, the largest 
decline since May. The March Brent crude contract on London’s ICE Futures Exchange closed the trading period at 
$60.69 a barrel, down 2.2% on Friday and 6.4% on the week.  
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– Gold futures prices rose on Friday and on the week, as rising concerns about China’s coronavirus caused investors to 
buy the yellow metal as a safe haven. February gold futures rose to $1,571.90 per ounce at the close Friday, up 0.4% 
from Thursday. For the week, the price rose 0.7%, the fifth rise in a row.   

Fixed Income 
US 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Treasuries fell sharply to 1.6839% on Friday from 1.8215% a week earlier, as investors 
switched to bond investments on rising worries about the spread of China’s coronavirus.  

– US manufacturing growth slowed in January to the lowest level in three months, according the IHS Markit 
Manufacturing PMI released Friday. The index fell to 51.7 in January from 52.4 in December, in contrast to 
expectations for a slight improvement.  New orders were weak, with both domestic and foreign demand easing. 
Employment rose at a slower pace in January.  

– Activity in the services sector, on the other hand, rose in January to the highest level since March, according to IHS 
Market Service PMI data released Friday.  The index to 53.2 in January from 52.8 in December. While new orders 
growth fell back, employment rose at the fastest pace in six months. 

– Existing home sales jumped 3.6% in December to a 5.54 million annualized pace and were up 10.8% from a year 
earlier, according to data released Wednesday by the National Association of Realtors. For all of 2019, existing 
home sales totaled 5.34 million, unchanged from 2018. "Home sellers are positioned well, but prospective buyers 
aren't as fortunate. Low inventory remains a problem, with first-time buyers affected the most," NAR chief 
economist Lawrence Yun told reporters. The median existing-home price for all home types in December came in 
at $274,500, a 7.8% year-over-year increase and marking 94 straight months of growth, according to the NAR.  

UK 

– The yield on 10-year Gilts fell to 0.5630% at the end of last week from 0.6320% the week before, as investors bought 
bonds on worries about the coronavirus.   

– UK employment growth soared in the three months to November, drawing ever more women into the work force, but total 
earnings growth stagnated, according to the latest labor market data published on Tuesday by the Office for National 
Statistics: Employment jumped by 208,000 in the latest period, taking the employment-population ratio to a record-high 
76.3%. The strong jobs growth confounds expectations of the Bank of England's Monetary Policy Committee, which 
noted a "loosening" of labor market conditions at the November rate-setting meeting. The unemployment rate steadied at 
3.8%, and was last lower in the final quarter of 1974. However, falling inflation prevented a decline in total real earnings, 
which rose to an annual rate of 1.6% (including bonuses) from 1.5% in the three months to October. Vacancies 
continued to decline in the three months to December, falling by 11,000 to 805,000, although the level of vacancies 
remains slightly above the 798,000 recorded in the three months to November. 

– A burst of government spending has lifted year-to-date borrowing well above the full-year target, even ahead of a dose of 
government spending expected in the March budget, according to public sector finance data published Wednesday by 
the Office for National Statistics. The UK's financial position has deteriorated markedly in the current financial year, 
courtesy of 5.0% surge in government spending on goods and services, the biggest year-to-date increase since records 
began in 1997. Borrowing has increased by 7.9% over the first nine months of the fiscal year to GBP54.6 billion, far 
exceeding the Office for Budget Responsibility target of GBP47.6 billion. 

–  

Europe (ex. UK) 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Bunds fell to -0.3350% last Friday compared to -0.2150% as investors bought bonds on 
worries about the economic outlook due to the spread of China’s coronavirus. .  

– The European Central Bank kept key rates on hold Thursday, but pointed to some decrease in downside risks as 
President Christine Lagarde launched a strategic review of the central bank’s monetary policy strategy. While risks 
surrounding the euro area growth outlook, related to geopolitical factors, rising protectionism and vulnerabilities in 
emerging markets, remain tilted to the downside, these "have become less pronounced as some of the uncertainty 
surrounding international trade is receding," the Governing Council said after its meeting, pointing also to the ongoing 
weakness of global trade and European manufacturing. Inflation developments remain subdued, it said, but there are 
signs of a moderate increase in underlying inflation in line with expectations. Lagarde repeated previous calls for greater 
support from fiscal authorities and for the implementation of structural reforms across the euro zone. "Two of the 
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countries that have fiscal space are now seriously looking at how to expand more fiscally with their respective budgets," 
she added. "So there is progress." The ECB president said that the tiered deposit rate introduced in September "has 
proven to be effective," and defended the use of negative interest rates. Although the conclusion of a phase one trade 
agreement between the U.S. and China "has slightly reduced uncertainty," Lagarde said, “its impact on net basis for the 
euro area needs to be assessed."  The review of monetary policy strategy will focus on the definition of price stability, the 
monetary policy toolkit, economic and monetary analysis and communication. It will consider the quantitative formulation 
of price stability, "together with the approaches and instruments by which price stability is achieved." The review will also 
take into account how financial stability, employment and environmental sustainability can be relevant in pursuing the 
ECB's mandate. 

– The German ZEW Institute’s indicator of analysts’ sentiment on the Eurozone economy rose 14.4 points in January from 
December to 25.6. The result was the highest since February 2018 and well above expectations. Some 33.9% of 
analysts surveyed predicted an improvement in economic conditions in the period ahead, while 8.3% forecast 
deterioration. More than half, 57.8%, expect little change in the economy in the near future.   

– The Eurozone consumer confidence index stood at -8.1 in January, unchanged from December and the lowest level 
since February 2017. 

– Eurozone manufacturing activity fell for the 12th straight month in January, but at a somewhat slower pace than in 
December, a positive surprise, according to IHS Markit Manufacturing PMI data released Friday. The index rose to 47.8 
in January, above expectations, from 46.3 in December.  New orders growth was basically flat, an improvement from the 
decline in previous months, while employment continued to decline. 

– Eurozone service sector growth slowed slightly in January, according to IHS Markit Services PMI data released Friday. 
The index fell to 52.2 in January from 52.8 in December. New orders growth slowed in January while employment 
continued to rise.  

Japan 

– The yield on 10-year Japanese Government Bonds fell to -0.0200% on Friday compared to 0.0030% a week earlier on 
renewed worries about the economic outlook due to China’s coronavirus.  

– The Bank of Japan said Tuesday it is upbeat over a modest easing in downside risks for global economies following the 
signing of the 'Phase One' trade deal by the U.S. and China, but policymakers continue to fret over precariously low 
inflation levels.  "Downside risks concerning overseas economies seem to be still significant, although they have 
decreased somewhat compared to a while ago, and it also is necessary to pay close attention to their impact on firms' 
and households' sentiment in Japan," the BOJ said in its monetary policy statement following its regular board meeting. 
Despite upward revisions to its GDP outlook, the BOJ revised down its core inflation rate forecasts, underlining how far 
from its 2% inflation target it remains. The BOJ noted, "the situation likely has continued in which the responsiveness of 
prices to the output gap, as well as inflation expectations that are strongly affected by the adaptive formation mechanism, 
do not rise easily." BOJ officials will have to continue grappling with a situation that has stagnating inflation levels despite 
an economy in overall good shape. The central bank left policy unchanged, with little sign Japan's economy has deviated 
from its baseline recovery outlook, although broad downside risks to economic activity and prices remain. The board 
voted 7-2 to stand pat on the yield curve control and asset purchases. Speaking to the press following the decision, 
Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said "the BOJ will maintain its easing bias for the time being." In its accompanying statement, 
the BOJ said it "will not hesitate to take additional easing measures if there is a greater possibility that the momentum 
toward achieving the price stability target will be lost", although for now it is happy to stand pat as it feels there is still 
underlying price momentum. The BOJ upgraded its median forecasts for real economic growth rates in this fiscal year, 
fiscal 2020 and fiscal 2021, boosted by the government's latest economic stimulus measures. The Bank's medium-term 
inflation forecasts were left broadly unchanged from the three months ago, with no noticeable pick-up in inflation 
expectations. The median forecast for GDP in the current fiscal year was revised up to +0.8% from +0.6% in October 
while those for fiscal 2020 and 2021 were revised to +0.9% and +1.1% from +0.7% and +1.0%, respectively. The median 
forecast for core inflation rate in the current fiscal year was revised down to +0.6% from +0.7% in October, while the 
inflation forecasts in fiscal 2020 and 2021 were revised to +1.0% and +1.4% from +1.1% and +1.5%. The BOJ noted that 
risks to inflation "remain skewed to the downside." 

– Japanese exports dropped again in December while imports also dipped as the economy continued to slow, according to 
data released Thursday by the Ministry of Finance. Japan's exports fell 6.3% y/y in December, following the previous 
7.9% y/y drop, posting a 13th straight monthly decline. Imports dropped 4.9% y/y in December, after the 15.7% y/y fall 
recorded last month, dragged lower by shrinking domestic demand. December's trade balance was a deficit of Y152.5 
billion. Exports to China rose 0.8% y/y, partly reversing the 5.4% y/y drop last month. Exports to the United States fell 
14.9% y/y, following the 12.9% y/y dip in November while exports to the European Union dropped 8.1% y/y, faster than 
the 7.5% y/y fall in the previous month. Imports from the US dipped further by 13.7%y/y, after a 10.3% y/y drop, and 
those from the EU edged up 0.1% y/y, compared with November's 5.5% y/y fall. Imports from China fell 3.6% y/y, slower 
than the -16.4 y/y recorded for the previous month. 
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– Japan's annual core consumer inflation rate accelerated in December from the previous month on the back of higher 
prices for certain foods, household durable goods and services, data from the Ministry of International Affairs and 
Communication released Friday showed. The national average core consumer price index (excluding fresh food) rose 
0.7% y/y, accelerating from 0.5% in November. Overall CPI rose 0.8% y/y in December, accelerating from a 0.5% gain in 
November. The underlying inflation rate measured by the core-core CPI (excluding fresh food and energy) rose 0.9% y/y 
in December, up from +0.8% in November, indicating continued corporate price hikes. Japan's core CPI rose 0.6% for 
the full year 2019, following a 0.9% gain in 2018. Core-core CPI rose 0.6% y/y in 2019 following +0.4% in 2018. 
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The information is based on management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to 
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Past performance and any forecasts are not necessarily a guide to future or likely performance. You should remember that the value of investments can go 
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of the overseas investments to rise or fall. 
The information contained in this document is provided for information purpose only and does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products.  
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indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please read the relevant offering 
document carefully, in particular fund features and the risks involved in investing in the fund. 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited is regulated by the SFC. Non-Hong Kong residents are responsible for observing all applicable laws and 
regulations of their relevant jurisdictions before proceeding to access the information contained herein. The document has not been reviewed by the SFC and 
may contain information of non-SFC authorized funds. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited.地 


